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Jessica’s Daily Affirmation

!   

(watch: http://zoic.ca/jessica-affirm)

The 4 S’s ~ Safety, Stewardship, Servanthood, Self-
Esteem

Safety ~ is it physically and emotionally safe?
Stewardship ~ are you being a good steward of the earth?
Servanthood ~ are you serving the other people & the community?
Self-Esteem ~ are you building someone’s self-esteem?
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It’s a Wonderful Life
An Angel shows him an alternate reality – his town, his friends, his family as they 

would be if he had never lived.  

Sometimes it’s easy to forget all the positive ways we touch the lives of others.  We need 
to say to our young women that: 

Your life matters.  Your friends, family, acquaintances and colleagues are affected by 
you in big and little ways.

You have a place in the world and no one can fill it the same way as you.  

Ask them to write down every name they can think of of people they know.  They must 
write down at least 10.  Next to each name, list one or more ways you have given that person 
something positive.  It doesn’t matter if it’s big or small, yesterday or 10 years ago.  It doesn’t 
even matter if they acknowledge it or remember it.

Now share with a partner 3 things that you did for someone.  And celebrate your 
partner’s wonderful life.  Partner reply with a statement of affirmation life:

• You are unique and perfectly made the way you were meant to be
• I love you just the way you are
• I am here for you
• I will support you when you fall
• I will be here for you when you need me
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Excess Baggage 

Ahead of Time:  draw different kinds of clothing (hats, pants, shirts, dresses, etc.) on several 

sheets of paper (about 10 per page) then photocopy until you have enough for every participant to have 

at least 10 different pieces of clothing.  Cut out all pieces of clothing (you may need help with this :))

Also draw suitcases (again about 10 per page) and cut them out.  Draw them so that they can be 

folded in half to close.  Glue them on the sides so that the tops are open.  Glue a few shut or partially 

shut.  You will require 1 per participant.

You will need:  cut out pieces of clothing, suitcases, markers, crayons, a large suitcase (an 

actual one) that is open at the front of your space.

Have participants sit classroom style on benches or chairs facing the front of the room. 
• give out suitcases (have them decorate so we know it’s theirs), now give out clothing 

(ask them to take what they want and decorate)
• be sure to allow time for this - this is the fun part!
• Now ask them to write on each piece of clothing any baggage they have in their lives 

-- explain they won’t have to show it to anyone
• Now ask them to try to put it in the suitcase (some people have no trouble putting the 

baggage away -- others have a lot of trouble hiding this)
• say that they might want to discuss this at LT with their counselors as to how it 

pertains to campers but for now it’s how it pertains to you as a staff
What kind of baggage do people bring to camp - give examples using NO names
Why might people’s personal baggage affect you as a staff ?
Is camp the place for the suitcase to open wide?  Why or why not?
Bring the past only if you plan to build on it.  

What do we do about it? (not into heavy discussion -- set up for Happiness Project)
Before we move ahead, ask them to pick one piece of baggage they are committed to 

leaving at home this summer and put it in the empty suitcase saying “I commit to all of you 
to leave this baggage at home this summer”.  

Explain this does not return with us -- we return healthy and fully committed being 
here whenever we start.
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ACT
A - awareness of your emotions
C - communication with someone that can help you (could be a friend)
T - together you come up with a solution

The Five-Finger Exercise.  
Take 3 or 4 deep breaths, relax and find the calm, relax muscles and release tension as 

you close your eyes.  Now become aware of your dominant hand.  

1. Touch your thumb to your first finger and think back to your past to a time when 
you felt really cared for and loved (by a parent, a grandparent, a friend…big event or 
small moment)
2. now touch your thumb to your middle finger.  Think back to a time you felt 

really successful.  Graduation, got a job, aced an exam, got into the school you wanted 
– any time will do as long as it provides a strong memory of your feelings of success.
3. now thumb and ring finger and remember a time you did something important 

for someone else. (taking care of a sick neighbour, babysitting in a pinch, staying up all 
night listening to a friend’s break-up story)  - a moment of selflessness.
4. now touch your thumb to your pinkie and look for a memory of loving someone 

else.  A moment when you felt love for another very strongly, when that feeling filled 
your heart (this does not have to be romantic love)

You can have them repeat several times if needed.
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Body Issues
• WHAT ARE THE STEREOTYPES IN THE MEDIA ABOUT YOUR GENDER YOU 

FEEL YOU DEAL WITH EVERY DAY
• SHOW MAGAZINES, YOUTUBE ADS, INSTAGRAM MESSAGES, LIST TV SHOWS 

THEY WATCH
• SHARE WITH EACH OTHER - first in smaller groups and then as a large group 

debrief (it’s a really powerful exercise and they all know all the right answers but it’s 
important to give them a voice)

• WHAT WILL YOU DO ABOUT IT?
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See The Positive
I did an exercise once by showing my teens dozens of slides.  I asked them to write 

down the first thing they thought of when they saw these pictures of women.  i purposely 
chose women who were not like the models they see in all the advertisements.  These women 
were not what our society tells us is beautiful or attractive.  Some were overweight, some 
hugely so, some had visible disabilities, and so on.

There was some giggling as they saw some of the photos but I went with that and 
didn’t ask them not to - it helped to prove my point.

We showed the slides again and then shared some answers in small groups

We then had a discussion about physical appearance - 
do you worry about your appearance
how does it feel to be judged on this alone?
what kind of stress does this cause?
where does this come from?
why do we do this to each other?
what can we do to change this for the better

Then I showed the slides again and asked them to look for the positive.

I had them write their answers down.  I then showed the slides for the last time and, as 
a large group, we shared our positive answers.

We ended with a discussion on how we need to focus on what’s inside (like brains, 
sense of humour, kindness, skills, etc.).  and made a vow together to compliment one another, 
genuinely, on things that had nothing to do with our physical appearance.
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We Need To Help Them Practice Resiliency 

Nan Henderson - resiliency.com

Things I Can Control 

jongordon.com

What is a Women’s Circle?
  

•Time apart with those who identify as female
•Sacred time to share feelings and thoughts, ask questions
•Intentional learning to allow time for self-reflection and growth

Why Spend This Time Together?

•Young women need a place to feel safe and share concerns and 
•questions
•They need to hear from older girls (for example, the 
•ones who are in university) who can share their experiences 
•and their life lessons
•They need to feel empowered as women
•They need to feel responsible for helping each other to feel empowered as young 

women

I have a curriculum for Girls Circles given to me by Joanne Kates of Camp Arowhon in 
Ontario, Canada, with daily activities and discussions and boundaries and guidelines.  (see 

separate handout)

Our goals for our XX Games 
talk about issues
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strengthen ourselves as women
bring down barriers
squash gender stereotypes

Before you begin, together as a group, you come up with your rules and all agree to 
them and I would have them sign a covenant once they have them all decided - rules like 
what happens in girls circle stays in girls circle, no boy bashing, crying is okay - whatever is 
important to your group.

Self-Portraits
I did an activity with my teens where I asked each one of them to draw their own self-

portrait.  I explained there were no extra points for artistic talent but I encouraged them to 
draw themselves as they saw each other.  

Then I asked them to draw, or use words or symbols, to portray 3 things they liked 
about themselves.  This was very difficult for a lot of them.

Then I ask them to turn to a partner and then draw her.  After they had done so, I asked 
them to portray 3 things that were amazing about this girl.  

To end off with, I let them see their partners drawing and I had them spend some time 
reflecting and journalling about the 2 different pictures they saw in front of them and how 
they may need to start seeing themselves in the light that others see them in.
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Learning Trees
To encourage the importance of learning skills, I cut out all kinds of leaves from 

construction paper and then punching holes in them and attached tags from string.  I found 2 
small dead trees in the forest and planted them in 2 different pots.  We then spent some time 
individually writing on the leaves skills that we were hoping to master.  Now I front loaded 
the conversation by having a group discussion about important life skills we all need to learn 
(both big and small) and then left them to it.

They hung their leaves (usually about 10 each) on a branch on one of the trees.  Each 
time we met, we began our time together by allowing the girls to move the leaves from one 
tree to the other - once they had had some practice learning that particular skill.   
Occasionally, we would take a few minutes to have them share with a partner or in small 
groups why they felt they could move a leaf from the “things to learn” tree to the “learning 
tree”
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Resources
educationworld.com

Dove Self-Esteem Project - selfesteem.dove.com

jessweiner.com - podcasts

amightygirl.com

https://amysmartgirls.com/

Susan Fee - website + newsletter (susanfee.com)
• great TEDx talk on Frenemies
• super resource called the friendship bull’s eye which helps girls talk about 4 levels of relationships 

(stranger, acquaintance, friend, best friend)
• has a book called the Circle of FRIENDS
• Feeling Respect, Independence, Encouragement, Nourishment, Determination and Sisterhood) is a 

program for girls ages 8-14 that teaches them how to develop a positive self-image, maintain 
healthy friendships, solve conflicts through effective communication, build emotional strength, and 
manage stress. 

Heidi Arizala Showman 
I had the privilege of interviewing Heidi Arizala Showman this year.  She is a social worker in 
Washington who has created a group curriculum for adolescent girls designed to help girls gain a 
sense of competency & empowerment through support and connecting with others.  

Heidi created this resource so that girls will be able to share their feelings and experiences with other 
girls and feel like they are not alone. Through education and discussion, the girls can voice the issues 
that they face every day and appreciate their own strengths and competencies as young women. Her 
goal is for girls to be able to stay true to themselves, voice their opinions, and follow their dreams.

If you go to northstargirls.org, you will find everything you need to get your hands on this 
resource. 

My program - RENOVATE  (see 2nd handout) 
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